
Exploring UNIX: Session 4 

More about shell scripts 

Input from the command line arguments 

Often, instead of asking the user for input you want them to pass arguments or flags on the 

command line (just like the “real” programs you have been using). When a shell script is executed, 

bash sets up some special variables:  

 $0 is set to the name of the shell script 

 $1 is set to the value of the first argument 

 $2 is set to the value of the second argument 

 $3 etc., etc., etc. 

 ${10} is set to the value of the tenth argument. A slight difference in syntax from arguments 1 

to 9. In fact, you can also use ${1}, ${2} etc. but it’s quicker if you don’t. 

 ${11} etc., etc., etc. 

Try editing your hello file again so that it looks like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="$1" 

 

echo "Hello $name!" 

Now try running it like this:  

raptor$ ./hello Bob 

Hello Bob! 

raptor$ ./hello world 

Hello world! 

raptor$ ./hello Earth 

Hello Earth! 

raptor$ 

bash also sets two other useful variables:  

 $# is set to the number of arguments that the user passed to the script. This is useful when you 

don't know how many arguments the script is likely to have, e.g. when the user is supplying a list 

of files. 

 $* is set to all the arguments. This is useful when you want to pass all the arguments along to 

another command. 

Try these out by editing your hello file to look like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

 

export name="$*" 



echo "There were $# names" 

echo "Hello $name" 

And then run it like this:  

raptor$ ./hello Earth world Bob 

There were 3 names 

Hello Earth world Bob 

raptor$ ./hello World             

There were 1 names 

Hello World 

raptor$ 

Conditions 

Often in shell scripts you want to perform some conditional action; for instance, in the hello 

example above we might want to check that there is at least one argument, and if not show an error 

message.  

These types of conditional actions are made up of two parts, conditions and control structures. We’ll 

talk about conditions first, then show you the various control structures that bash provides.  

Conditions are logical expressions, such as “is this number greater than 5?”. Conditional expressions 

are provided in bash by the test command, whose syntax is: 

test expression 

where expression is the logical expression you want to check. test returns 0 if the expression 

evaluates to false, and 1 if it evaluates to true. The test command can also be written in a 

shorthand form like this: 

[ expression ] 

The expression part of the test is much like the Java “if” statement conditions, just with a different 

syntax. Here are some examples of the operations you can use in the expression:  

! expression2 

true if expression2 is false, otherwise false 

expression1 -a expression2 

true if expression1 and expression2 are both true 

expression1 -o expression2 

true if either expression1 or expression2 is true 

string1 = string2 

true if the two strings are equal 

string1 != string2 

true if the two strings are different 

num1 -eq num2 

true if the two numbers are equal 

num1 -ne num2 

true if the two numbers are different 



num1 -gt num2 

true if num1 is greater than num2 

num1 -lt num2 

true if num1 is less than num2 

num1 -ge num2 

true if num1 is greater than or equal to num2 

-r file 

true if file is readable 

-w file 

true if file is writeable 

-x file 

true if file is executable 

-f file 

true if file is a file (e.g. not a directory) 

-d file 

true if file is a directory 

Control structures 

The easiest way to understand the logical expressions is to use them! And the easiest way to use 

them is in conjunction with the control structures, so we’ll do that now. We’ll use the shorthand 

form ([ expression ]) as that is what most people use. 

If-then-else 

The simplest control structure is probably the if-then-else structure, with which you are probably 

familiar from Java. The bash syntax for if-then-else is this:  

if [ expression ]; then 

 commands 

else 

 other-commands 

fi 

 

Note that the end of the if is marked by fi – which is if backwards. We’ll come across this kind of 

thing again. Also note that you must have a semicolon between the condition and the word then (or 

just put then on the next line). 

Try adding this into your hello example by editing it to look like this:  

  



#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="$*" 

 

if [ "$name" = "" ] ; then 

   echo "Usage: hello names" 

else 

   echo "There were $# names" 

   echo "Hello $name" 

fi 

Now try running that:  

raptor$ ./hello 

Usage: hello names 

raptor$ ./hello World 

There were 1 names 

Hello World 

raptor$ 

Now let's try to make the hello message a bit more interesting. Let’s make it say “good morning”, 

“good afternoon” or “good evening”, depending on a command line argument. You can chain if 

statements together to make these more complex conditions. Edit your hello file like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# What time is it? 

export time="$1" 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="$2" 

 

if [ "$time" = "m" ] ; then 

   echo "Good morning $name" 

elif [ "$time" = "a" ] ; then 

   echo "Good afternoon $name" 

elif [ "$time" = "e" ] ; then 

   echo "Good evening $name" 

else 

   echo "Usage: hello m|a|e name" 

fi 

Now let’s try running this:  

raptor$ ./hello         

Usage: hello m|a|e name 

raptor$ ./hello m World 

Good morning World 

raptor$ ./hello a World 

Good afternoon World 

raptor$ ./hello e World 

Good evening World 

raptor$ 

  



Case 

There is a simpler, clearer way of writing the last example; for this, we use the case statement. The 

case statement matches a variable against values. Its syntax is this: 

case "$variable" in 

value1) 

commands ; 

;; 

value2) 

commands ; 

;; 

*) 

commands ; 

;; 

esac 

 

case compares the variable against each value in turn, and executes the commands for the first 

value that matches. The values can contain wildcards such as *; for instance, the last value in the 

example above would match any value in the variable. Let’s modify your hello script to use a case 

statement: 

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# What time is it? 

export time="$1" 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="$2" 

 

case "$time" in 

'm') 

   echo "Good morning $name" ; 

   ;; 

'a') 

   echo "Good afternoon $name" ; 

   ;; 

'e') 

   echo "Good evening $name" ; 

   ;; 

*) 

   echo "Usage: hello m|a|e name" ; 

   ;; 

esac 

And it should run just the same...  

raptor$ ./hello          

Usage: hello m|a|e name 

raptor$ ./hello m World 

Good morning World 

raptor$ ./hello a World 

Good afternoon World 

raptor$ ./hello e World 

Good evening World 

raptor$  

For loops 

bash also provides for loops which, again, are much like those in Java. Bash for loops are slightly 

different from for loops in many programming languages though, because they iterate through a list 

of words, rather than a sequence of numbers (although Java can do this). Here’s the basic syntax: 



for variable in words; do 

   command 

done 

 

Note that for loops don’t end in rof! 

In this example, variable is the variable that will have a new value each time round the loop, words 

is a list of words. Each word will be assigned to variable in turn.  

for loops are especially useful when you don't know how many arguments your script will be 

passed. As an example of using a for loop, try modifying your hello script to look like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

export all_names="$*" 

 

for name in $all_names; do 

  echo "Hello $name"; 

done 

And try running it:  

raptor$ ./hello 

raptor$ ./hello World Earth 

Hello World 

Hello Earth 

raptor$ ./hello World Earth Bob 

Hello World 

Hello Earth 

Hello Bob 

raptor$ 

As you can see, it now prints a separate “Hello” message for each name listed on the command line.  

Quoting strings 

Because several characters in bash have special meaning, you have to do something special if you 

want to use those characters inside ordinary strings. For instance, you can’t use the $ symbol inside 

a string without doing something special, otherwise bash will think you are trying to get the value of 

a variable. This “something special” is known as quoting (or sometimes as escaping).  

If you want to quote a single character, the easiest way is to precede the character by a backslash. 

For example, try these on raptor:  

raptor$ echo "Exchange rate: $1 = 50p" 

Exchange rate:  = 50p 

raptor$ 

Note that there is a blank where it should say $1 in the output. Escaping the $ symbol gets what we 

want: 

raptor$ echo "Exchange rate: \$1 = 50p" 

Exchange rate: $1 = 50p 

raptor$ 

The same problem happens with double quotes: 

  



raptor$ echo "I said "Hello"" 

I said Hello 

raptor$ echo "I said \"Hello\"" 

I said "Hello" 

raptor$ 

You can also escape an entire string by enclosing it in single quotes, rather than double quotes. For 

instance:  

raptor$ echo "I said "Hello"" 

I said Hello 

raptor$ echo 'I said "Hello"' 

I said "Hello" 

raptor$ 

But note, if you use single quotes, all characters are quoted, so you cannot use a variable in the 

string. Let's demonstrate that with this example:  

raptor$ export name="World" 

raptor$ echo $world 

raptor$ echo "I said "Hello $name"" 

I said Hello World 

raptor$ echo "I said \"Hello $name\"" 

I said "Hello World" 

raptor$ echo 'I said "Hello $name"' 

I said "Hello $name" 

raptor$ 

As you can see, using double quotes means the $name variable can be used within the string, but 

using single quotes it can’t be.  

Back quotes 

The final quoting character we will talk about is the back quote or back tick character (`). You’ll find 

this character near the top left hand corner of your keyboard, probably next to the 1 key.Whenever 

bash comes across a back quoted string, it treats the contents of the back quotes as a command and 

then substitutes the back quoted string for the standard output of that command. That’s probably 

easier to demonstrate, rather than explain! Try this quick example at the command prompt on 

raptor: 

raptor$ export unix_files=`ls /courses/projweek/unix` 

raptor$ echo $unix_files 

commands jobs navigation permissions 

raptor$ 

As you can see, the output of the ls command is stored in the $unix_files variable. Back quotes 

can also be used as the “word list” in for loops, which can be very useful. For instance, let’s make a 

new shell script that will print a table showing files and how many lines they have. Edit a new script 

with nano: 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/scripts 

raptor$ nano linecount 

raptor$ 

Type in this shell script into the new file:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# The directory to list 

export dir="/courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes" 

export count="" 

 



for file in `ls $dir` ; do 

  count=`cat $dir/$file | wc -l` 

  echo "The file $file has $count lines" 

done 

Now make sure it is executable and run it...  

raptor$ chmod u+x linecount 

raptor$ ./linecount  

The file airports.txt has 3 lines 

The file deadlines.txt has 2 lines 

The file live.txt has 2 lines 

The file universe.txt has 3 lines 

The file universe2.txt has 6 lines 

raptor$ 

This example used back quotes in two places, one to get a list of files in the first line of the for loop, 

and the second place inside the loop to get the output of the wc command. Make sure you 

understand how this works!  

The only problem with back quotes is that you can’t “nest” them (i.e. put something inside back 

quotes, inside another set of back quotes – yes, you might actually want to do this). So, the 

alternative to back quotes is the sequence $( … ) – in fact, this is now the preferred method, 

because nesting is possible and it’s a bit clearer. Repeating our earlier example, using this, we would 

have: 

raptor$ export unix_files=$(ls /courses/projweek/unix) 

raptor$ echo $unix_files 

commands jobs navigation permissions 

raptor$ 

 

You’ll find that some School of Computing staff may not even know about this alternative! 

basename and dirname 

Often in shell scripts you will have a path to a file, but will want to extract just the file name from 

that path to display in an output message or something. UNIX provides a command to do this for 

you, called basename. Here's how to use it on raptor: 

raptor$ basename /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes/universe.txt 

universe.txt 

raptor$ 

There is also a similar command, dirname, which gives you the name of the directory, rather than 

the file. For instance:  

raptor$ dirname /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes/universe.txt 

/courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes 

raptor$  

  



Using these commands, we can simplify our linecount script, by editing it to look like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# The directory to list 

export count="" 

 

for file in `ls /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes/*` ; do 

  count=`cat $file | wc -l` 

  echo "The file `basename $file` has $count lines" 

done 

Practice! 

Try practising writing scripts by taking what you have learned from previous sessions about 

combining commands, and writing small scripts to do those things for you. For instance, you might 

write a script to display a list of file names and their sizes using the output of ls -l and cut. 

Experiment! 

Environment variables 
Earlier, you were shown how you could use variables in your shell scripts. Everything you type in a 

shell script can also be typed directly at the prompt, so you can use variables at the command 

prompt just as you use them in shell scripts. For instance, like this:  

raptor$ export projweek="/courses/projweek/unix/" 

raptor$ ls $projweek 

commands     jobs         navigation   permissions 

raptor$ ls $projweek/commands 

data             hitchhikers.txt  quotes 

raptor$ 

 

You can see what variables (often called environment variables) are set using the env command. You 

will find that lots of variables are set automatically for you when you log in. We’ll talk about some of 

these later. For now try this on raptor and see what is set: 

raptor$ env 

MANPATH=/usr/local/man:/usr/local/share/man:/usr/man:/usr/share/man:/usr/openwin/ma

n:/usr/local/packages/nmh/man 

HOSTNAME=raptor 

TERM=xterm-color 

SHELL=/usr/local/bin/bash 

USER=aa99 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib:/usr/openwin/lib:/usr/local/iona/lib:/usr/l/lib 

MAIL=/home/cur/cr20/.mail 

PATH=/home/cur/cr20/bin:/usr/local/packages/jdk/bin:/usr/l/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/

ccs/bin:/usr/local/X11:/usr/openwin/bin:/usr/local/iona/bin:/usr/local/web/bin:/usr

/l/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/ucb:. 

PWD=/home/cur/cr20 

CVSIGNORE=~* .*.swp core *.class a.out 

TZ=GB-Eire 

PS1=raptor$  

KRB5CCNAME=FILE:/tmp/krb5cc_11227 

projweek=/courses/projweek/unix/ 

SHLVL=1 

HOME=/home/cur/aa99 

TERMINFO=/usr/local/share/terminfo 

LOGNAME=aa99 

CLASSPATH=/usr/local/packages/localjava/share/java/repository:. 

raptor$ 



Your output may vary quite a bit, but you should notice the projweek variable, that you set earlier, 

appear somewhere in that list of variables. Sometimes, though, you want to get rid of a variable so 

that it doesn’t exist any more. This can be done using the unset command, like this:  

raptor$ echo $projweek 

/courses/projweek/unix/ 

raptor$ unset projweek 

raptor$ echo $projweek 

 

raptor$ env 

MANPATH=/usr/local/man:/usr/local/share/man:/usr/man:/usr/share/man:/usr/openwin/ma

n:/usr/local/packages/nmh/man 

HOSTNAME=raptor 

TERM=xterm-color 

SHELL=/usr/local/bin/bash 

USER=aa99 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib:/usr/openwin/lib:/usr/local/iona/lib:/usr/l/lib 

MAIL=/home/cur/cr20/.mail 

PATH=/home/cur/cr20/bin:/usr/local/packages/jdk/bin:/usr/l/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/

ccs/bin:/usr/local/X11:/usr/openwin/bin:/usr/local/iona/bin:/usr/local/web/bin:/usr

/l/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/ucb:. 

PWD=/home/cur/cr20 

CVSIGNORE=~* .*.swp core *.class a.out 

TZ=GB-Eire 

PS1=raptor$  

KRB5CCNAME=FILE:/tmp/krb5cc_11227 

SHLVL=1 

HOME=/home/cur/aa99 

TERMINFO=/usr/local/share/terminfo 

LOGNAME=aa99 

CLASSPATH=/usr/local/packages/localjava/share/java/repository:. 

raptor$ 

 

As you can see (if you look closely!) the projweek variable doesn’t exist anymore.  

Variables with special meaning 

Some variables are automatically created when you log, in and some have special meanings. For 

instance, in the output of the env commands you’ll see a few useful variables:  

 USER is set to your user name (login name) 
 PWD is set to your current working directory. It is automatically changed as you cd into new 

directories 

Some of the variables have special meanings. The most important of these is the PATH variable. The 

PATH variable contains a colon separated list of directories. When you run a command, bash looks in 

each of the directories in this list to see if it contains the command to run. This allows programs to 

be installed anywhere, with their location added to the PATH variable. Here’s an example you can 

try: 
raptor$ testpath 

testpath: command not found 

raptor$ echo $PATH 

/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/games:/usr/local/

games 

raptor$ PATH=$PATH:/courses/projweek/unix/environment  

raptor$ testpath 

Congratulations, you set the PATH variable correctly! 

raptor$ 



Shortcuts and customisations 

Sometimes you find that there is a particular command that you use a lot, for instance, ls –F is 

quite common. bash lets you define shortcuts, known as “aliases” for commands you use often. 

Aliases are defined using the alias command. The syntax is: 

alias shortcut="command" 

 

Here's an example to try:  

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix 

raptor$ ls 

commands     environment  jobs         navigation   permissions 

raptor$ ls -F 

commands/     environment/  jobs/         navigation/   permissions/ 

raptor$ alias lf="ls -F" 

raptor$ lf 

commands/     environment/  jobs/         navigation/   permissions/ 

raptor$ 

 

If you have a collection of aliases or custom variables you have set up, you probably don’t want to 

have to set them up every time you log in! Instead, there is a file in your home directory called 

.bashrc - note that there is a . at the beginning of the filename! (the . makes the file “hidden” in an 

ordinary ls output, so use ls -a to see hidden files as well as ordinary files). .bashrc is a shell script 

that is run when you log in, so any commands you put in it will be automatically run for you. You can 

put your alias commands or variables in that file to save you having to set them up manually each 

time.  

More stuff 

Now is the time for you to explore for yourself. Use the man command to find out about all of these 

commands; man –k is especially useful, searching for commands that mention a keyword. Now that 

you know how to use the command line, there are literally thousands and thousands of useful 

programs available to you. 

Further work 

If you fancy a little challenge, write a shell script, using only shell features (and the date command), 

to output the number of minutes that have elapsed in the current day. You’ll need to find out how to 

do arithmetic in shell scripts! 

Help others 

Ask your supervisor if there is anyone in the class who isn’t as experienced as you. See if they would 

welcome some help. 
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